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QUESTION NO: 1

You need to install Intel NIC teaming for Windows 2000 and you do not have access to the

Internet. From what two sources can you obtain the PROSet software? (Choose two.)

A. Dell Network Applications CD

B. Dell Server Assistant (DSA)

C. Windows 2000 Installation CD

D. Intel Network Drivers CD

ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 2

What is the intended mounting location for a 0U rack mount device in a Dell rack?

A. in the mounting holes in the side walls of the rack

B. in any of the 42U spaces available

C. on the back doors of the rack

D. at the top of the rack

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 3

What type of security authentication scheme is used by OMSA under Windows 2000?

A. NTLM

B. SNMP

C. NDS

D. PAM

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 4

Which two components can be installed in the 0U space found in Dell racks? (Choose two)

A. Dell Dual-Power Grid Switch

B. Dell flat panel monitor

C. Dell UPS

D. Dell PDU

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 5

A failed processor is removed on a quad processor system using slotted processors. The server displays video but the 
POST halts and displays a "processor or terminator card not installed" error. The removed processor was in the third slot. 
What is needed to allow the system to complete POST and boot the OS?

A. press F2 for system setup and disable processor 3 in the BIOS

B. install a terminator card in processor slot 3

C. install the ISA_CLR jumper, go through POST, power off, and remove the jumper

D. move the terminator card from processor slot 4 to processor slot 3

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6

What does an improperly seated memory riser card produce?

A. no POST

B. no boot

C. ASCII characters on the monitor

D. no memory message in POST

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 7
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What are four valid event actions in ITA? (Choose four.)

A. a page

B. an e-mail message

C. a Windows event log insertion

D. an alert popup

E. a forward event

ANSWER: A B C D 

QUESTION NO: 8

You have just installed W2K on your server and you cannot get the server to see your local network. What can you do to 
diagnose network connectivity? (Choose three.)

A. verify that the subnet address is the same as the rest of the working devices on your LAN

B. verify that if attached to a switch and using VLANs, your port is in the proper configuration

C. verify that the server is configured to use DNS

D. verify that the cable plugged into your server is not a cross-over cable

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 9

OpenManage Server Administrator can determine the status of which two server components?

(Choose two.)

A. memory

B. network activity

C. processor load

D. disk utilization

E. fans

ANSWER: A E 
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QUESTION NO: 10

What is the purpose of the battery on a PERC?

A. saves the cache contents during a power loss

B. provides power to the PERC controller

C. preserves the hard drive configuration

D. maintains the PERC BIOS settings

ANSWER: A 
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